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We can accept artwork in the following formats. 

Vector formats give the best results.  

Application File Type 

AutoCad, QCAD, DraftSight etc .dwg  or .dxf 

Corel Draw Import / Export as dxf 

Adobe Illustrator Import / Export as dxf 

Inkscape, OpenOffice Draw, 

LibreOffice Draw .svg 

Microsoft Office Word (e.g. Word Art) .doc or .docx 

Microsoft Office Publisher .pub 

Microsoft Windows Metafile .wmf 

 

For Vector Designs and fitting text to curves, we recommend Inkscape which is 

a Free professional quality vector graphics editor, with versions available for 

Windows, Linux and MacOS X  

It's fairly easy to use and there are some very good tutorials on You Tube. 

Please note ... 

Our systems run on Windows 7 or 10. We may not have the font you 

used in your design. For MS Office documents please embed the font 

in the document. For other applications convert text to vectors. 
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Vector Designs 

Lines must have width. A straight line should be drawn as a thin or 

narrow rectangle. 

Very thin shapes and tiny objects may not engrave accurately - 

please do not include objects with any dimension smaller than 

0.5mm. 

Vector shapes (poly-lines, splines and curves) must be closed. 

Vector shapes should not be 

filled, our laser software will 

automatically engrave the area 

inside a closed object.  

If your design contains nested or 

overlapping objects; counting 

from the outside, odd numbered 

objects will be engraved and 

even numbered objects will be 

left plain. 

Convert  Text to Paths. 

Once you are sure your text is exactly as you want it you should 

convert the text to vectors (paths) with a thin outline and no fill. 

 

N.B. - Once converted you can no longer edit it as text - so it's a good 

idea to make a back-up copy before converting to vectors. 
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Graphic (Bitmap) Formats 

We can accept all bitmap formats. Please ensure your image is black 

and white only. The black areas will be engraved. Images should have 

a resolution of at least 300 dpi (Dots-per-inch) 

Shades of grey will be reduced to true black and white - the results 

may not be as you expect. 

Many photo-editing packages allow you to reduce the colour depth  

to 1 bit. 

We recommend Gimp the Free & Open Source Image Editor for 

Windows, Linux & MacOS X 

We used Gimp to modify this picture of Alan Davies. 

First we removed the grey background with the paint fill tool and then de-

saturated  to get a greyscale image. Finally we used posterize to convert it to 

black and white. Now we just need to tidy Alan's hair a little... 

  

  

 


